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Main machine Description 

    Main machine 

1     2    3                 4     5  6           7 

 

        8                                9        10
 

     1. Roller Conveyor 

     2. Emergency Stop 

     3. PLC Control Panel 

     4. Applicator Height Adjustment 

     5. LI-250 Applicator 

     6. Applicator Horizontal Adjustment Handle 

     7. Collector 

     8. Aluminum Profile Machine Stand 

     9. Product Orientation Device 

     10. Intermittent Driving Device 
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   Feature & Specification 

 

    Feature 

       1. Single side hung up , light and rigid constructions help to operate easily and  

         layout flexible  

       2. The adoption of full PLC automatic control system , the most advanced servo  

         motor and high quality photo sensor make all performances quick , precise 

         & quiet. 

       3. Operation speed is adjustable in a wide range , maximum line speed can be 

         up to 30 m/min . 

       4. A pressure sensitive labeler fits labeling for various kinds of objects with flat 

         surface or with a little curved surface. It is capable of extra installing coding , 

         pressure labeling, conveyor, feeding line… Etc. 

       5. With automatically warning device of label break , label end , low label , help 

         produce smoothly. 

       6. 10 sets of program memory 

        

 

    Specification 

       1. Speed --------------- 50 PCs/min. 

       2. Object -------------- Lip gross, Mascara 
       3. Precision ----------- ±1mm 

       4. Label size ---------- S-Max Width  5mm ～  50mm 

 M-Max Width 10m/m ～ 110mm 

 L-Max Width 15m/m ～ 150mm 

       5. Label ---------------- Self-adhesive label. 

       6. Max label reel ----- φ300mm 

       7. Size ----------------- 2300mmL*800mmW*1780mmH 

       8. Weight -------------- 200Kg 

       9. Power --------------- AC 220V single phase./60Hz 

       10Air-------------------- 4-5kg/cm2 
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   Loading Label Roller  

 

    Label Reel Size 

        Inside Diameterφ76mm 

        Outside Diameterφ280mm（Max） 

 

    Label Loading Process 

Load label according to diagram below 

1. Rotate the handle of pressing roller (15) so it leaves a gap between the rubber 

roller  

2. Insert label reel into label holding rod (1). 

3. Lift the warning lever (refer to next page) and thread through the label roll 

4. Thread the label according to diagram below, and fasten with fixing screw  

5. Fasten the pressing roller to tighten. 

6. Place the label holding plate fixing screw (refer to next page) onto the label reel 

and fasten 

    Label Loading Process 



 

   Applicator position Adjustment 

 

    Applicator position adjustment 
1. Labeling position might be different for different product. So vertical or 

horizontal position of applicators need to be adjusted. 

2. Forward/Backward adjustment related to fixed side of guiders and the 

applicator (the side closer to the products’ labeled surface. No need to adjust 

for different products). Thus, normally no need to adjust Forward/Backward 

handle. For different products’ length, adjust the opposite side of guiders. 

 

Applicator vertical Adjustment Handle                    

                      Applicator Horizontal Adjustment Handle 
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  Applicator Forward/Backward Adjustment Handle  

(Normally no need to adjust in case of labeling head too close and breaking the 

products) 

 

       

 

    

 

Product Orientation Device Adjustment 
 

1. To insure the stability of the labeling, when changing products make sure the 

orientation board is fixes the product firmly when being labeled. 

2. Adjust (1) & (2) to the desired position for the orientation board to firmly fix the 

labeled product. 

 
    1          2                     3  
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1. Orientation Device (left/right) 

2. Orientation Device (top/bottom) 

3. Orientation Board 

When the orientation device presses down onto the object, make sure the object is 

orientated firmly to avoid crooked labeling. 

 

   Product Sensor 

 

    Product Sensor 

IR610-10(Fiber optics sensor head) 

SICK WLL180T-N432 (Amplifier) 
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Since this machine’s conveyor is intermittent movement, every conveyor roller gaps stops at same 

position for labeling. Thus product sensor (IR-610 fiber optics sensor) no needs to be adjusted. 

Please notice: The picture above shows the finest sensor position after our testing before 

shipment. If the sensor holder get loosen, please fix back to original position accordingly. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

                                       Fiber Sensor Amp 
 

 

Labeling Head Adjustment 
 

 Labeling Head Adjustment 
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The circle of the labeling head should be 

aiming at the center of the label 

 When the label is in still position, it should 

not pass the tip of the dispenser  
 

To achieve the best labeling results, please check the following after finished label 

loading process. 

1. Label needs to be thread through tightly passing all rollers  

2. The circle of the labeling head should be aiming at the center of the label 

3. The tip of the labeling head can not pass the dispenser. If adjustment is needed, 

unscrew the fixing screw behind the labeling cylinder to adjust. 

4. When the label is in still position, it should not pass the tip of the dispenser. If 

adjustment is needed, adjust the label sensor to adjust the label position 

 
Label Roll holder braking device： Belt model(90XL-037) 

 
 

To keep typing position stable and label roll tension stable, be sure to keep this 

device’s spring tension stable. If the spring becomes loose, adjust the screw to keep 

its tension. 

If the belt worn off at the part attaching braking wheel and reduced braking ability, 

Belt Tension Adjustment 

eccentric gear 

 Tension Spring 
Timing Belt for 

Braking 

Braking Wheel  Tension Adjustment

 Screw 
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take off the belt and rotate it to use other part of the belt. So that the brake can be 

back to full function. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Thickness of Label 

 

    Thickness of label 



       Considering to different label thickness and glassy will affect the defected of  

       product sensor so the best detect point must depend on the dirrerent material. 

 
       Regular thickness of label： 

       1. Thicken (Blue) Wax base P-S paper, 0.06~0.07m/m thickness. 

        2. Thicken (Yellow) Wax base P-S paper, 0.1~0.15m/m thickness. 

       3. Computer P-S paper, 0.2~0.35m/m thickness. 

 

 

   

 

       A. Thicken ( Blue) 

          A1. Label thickness 0.1~0.13m/m 

          A2. Base paper thickness 0.06~0.07m/m 

       B. Thicken ( Yellow ) 

          B1. Label thickness 0.1~0.13m/m 

          B2. Base paper thickness 0.1~0.15m/m 

       Remark: To adjust if change different material of label. (Please presses ADJ.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Label Sensor Adjustment 
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    Label Sensor Adjustment 

 

 

 

 
 

Label Sensor Adjustment 
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      Product Sensor Adjustment 
 

 

 
 

D       A      B       C 

 

A: Backing Paper C: Adjustment Knob 

           B: Label D: Dispenser 

 

 
A             B 

 

Label sensor adjustment: 1. When label sensor is at A, sensor will light up  
                      a) Continuously press (-) until sensor light goes off 
                      b) Release (-), and now label sensor will not light up when 

sensor     passes A 
 

                      2.When label sensor is at B, sensor will not light up 

a) Continuously press (+) until sensor lights up 
b) Release (+), and now label sensor will light up when sensor 

passes B 
 

 

 

Safety Precautions 
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      Safety Precautions 

1. During machine operation, DO NOT put hands or tools into working area of 

orientation device and labeling head. Otherwise damages might occur. 

 
                            Orientation Board           Labeling Head 

2. If products happen to clog at slope gap, be sure to turn off the machine for 

removing the clog. Forcing to remove clog during operation mode might 

cause personnel damage. 

 
 

Collector Slope                    Slope Gap      Safety Cover 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Touch Screen Panel Settings 

 PLC TOUCH SCREEN PANEL 
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A = Power button 
 
B = Machine run button 
 
C = Conveyor speed adjustment knob 
 
D = Machine stop button 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 MAIN MENU 

A 

B 

C 

D 
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(1) 
 

         
 

  READY / ALARM :  

If in READY it shows that the machine is in normal condition and ready for labeling. 

  If in ALARM it shows that machine’s self-detection detects abnormal activities and labeling is 

  stopped.  

Abnormal situations have to be corrected, and then it will resume READY sign and ready to 

  resume operation.   

  

  RUN / STOP :  

Displays machines currently status – RUN or STOP. If in labeling mode, it will indicate RUN. 

  

 

 

 

 

(2) 
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         PRODUCT : Displays current production code 

 PRODUCT SELECT : pressing this button can switch from main window to product select   

                     window. 

        COUNTER : Displays current finished production quantity 

 COUNTER CLEAR : Resets the counter to zero to start a new count. 

 

 

(3) 
 

 
 

 SPEED DISPLAY : Display current labeling speed in bottles per minute and line speed in  

meter per minute. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(4) 
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       LABELING RUN : switch LABELING labeler device on RUN mode 

      CONVEYOR RUN : switch CONVEYOR device on RUN mode 

          INKJET RUN : switch INKJET device on RUN mode 

 

 
 

LABELING STOP : switch LABELING labeler device on STOP mode 

CONVEYOR STOP : switch CONVEYOR device on STOP mode 

          INKJET STOP : switch INKJET device on STOP mode 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(5) 
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     A. Normal state: 

 
 

 

Label Threading Diagram 

        TEST MENU : When the machine is in stop mode, pressing this button can switch from   

                     main window to manual menu window. The operator can use this window 

                     to do test on various mechanisms to see if they all work properly. 
              中文 : Switching languages between English and Chinese. 

LABEL BREAK : display LABEL state is normal 

LABEL END : display LABEL state is enough 

    LABEL ENOUGH : display LABEL state is enough  

  LABEL MOTOR OK : display LABEL MOTOR state is normal  

           EG STOP : display EMERGENT RUN state 

OUTPUT ALARM : display OUTPUT state 

INPUT ALARM : display INPUT state 

INKJET OK : display INKJET state 

COUNTER : display PRE-SET COUNTER quantity is reach and labeling will stop 

CV MOTOR OK : display CONVEYOR MOTOR state is normal  

    

 

 

B. Alarm state: 
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中文 : Switching languages between English and Chinese. 

LABEL BREAK : display LABEL state is break or lost 

LABEL END : display LABEL state is end 

        LABEL LOW: display LABEL state is less  

  LABEL MOTOR NG : display LABEL MOTOR state is alarm  

           EG STOP : display EMERGENT RUN state is on 

OUTPUT ALARM : display OUTPUT state 

INPUT ALARM : display INPUT state 

INKJET OK : display INKJET state 

COUNTER : display PRE-SET COUNTER quantity is reach and labeling will stop 

CV MOTOR OK : display CONVEYOR MOTOR state is alarm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. TEST MENU 
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LABEL ONE CYCLE : press once for LABELER and label to come out once  

LABEL : press once for LABELER come out once 

LABEL VACCUM : press once for LABEL VACCUM to sniff once  

LABEL BLOW : press once for LABEL BLOW to blowing once 

LABEL UP-DOWN CYLINDER : press for LABEL UP-DOWN CYLINDER under pressure 

LABEL FRONT-BACK CYLINDER : press for LABEL FRONT-BACK CYLINDER extend 

LABEL ROTATION CYLINDER : press for LABEL ROTATION CYLINDER rotation  

LABEL ORIENTATION CYLINDER : press for LABEL ORIENTATION CYLINDER under pressure 

CONVEYOR : press for conveyor device to continuously run 

INKJET : press once for INKJET to coding once 

MAIN MENU : Returning to main menu screen 

  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. PRODUCT SELECT 
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          PD1 : switch to different product type 

         EDIT : pressing this button can switch from this window to setting menu window. 

  MAIN MENU : Returning to main menu screen. 

 

 
4. PASSWORD  

 
If needed to change password . 
See the setting menu 1/3  
NOTE. Memo the new password on 

user manual or backup it. 

  PASSWORD : Click “EDIT” of product select screen 

             Then come to this screen Preset Password:9999 

               switch from this window to product setting window. 

    MAIN MENU : Returning to main menu screen 

 

 

 

 

5. PRODUCT SETTING 
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Setting Page 1/2 

 
 

                PRODUCT : Displays current production code 

AUTO SETTING : press once for auto setting and label to come out three 

piece and auto calculate parameter to change the product 

setting when auto setting is finish operator also can change 

product setting. 

NEXT MENU : Transfer to the next setting page 

MAIN MENU : Returning to main menu screen. 

BOTTOM LABEL DELAY : setting BOTTOM LABEL DELAY length 

BOTTOM PRODUCT DELAY : setting BOTTOM PRODUCT DELAY time 

BOTTOM LABEL LENGTH : Setting BOTTOM LABEL LENGTH 

BOTTOM LABEL SPEED : setting BOTTOM LABEL feeding speed 

INKJET DELAY : setting INKJET DELAY time 

INKJET TIME : setting INKJET remain time  

COUNTER 1 : when the labeling quantity is reach counter setting machine 

will be stop. Counter set at 0, it will be continuous labeling 

COUNTER 2 : when the labeling quantity is reach counter setting machine will 

be alarm. When Counter set at 0, it will be continuous labeling 

CHANGE PASSWORD : Press once for into PASSWORD change frame 

      

 

 

 

 

Setting Page 2/2 
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                 PRODUCT : Displays current production code 

PREVIOUSLY MENU : Back to the previously setting page 

MAIN MENU : Returning to main menu screen. 

BOTTOM VACCUM DELAY : Setting BOTTOM VACCUM DELAY time 

BOTTOM VACCUM : Setting BOTTOM VACCUM time 

BOTTOM BLOW DELAY : Setting BOTTOM BLOW DELAY time 

BOTTOM BLOW : Setting BOTTOM BLOW time 

BOTTOM UP-DOWN DELAY : Setting BOTTOM UP-DOWN DELAY time 

BOTTOM UP-DOWN : Setting BOTTOM UP-DOWN time 

BOTTOM FRONT-BACK DELAY : Setting BOTTOM FRONT-BACK DELAY time 

BOTTOM FRONT-BACK : Setting BOTTOM FRONT-BACK time 

BOTOM ROTATION DELAY : Setting BOTOM ROTATION DELAY time 

BOTTOM ROTATION : Setting BOTTOM ROTATION time 

BOTTOM ORIENTATION : Setting BOTTOM ORIENTATION time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

X/Y/Z Axle  
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             If X Axle not in the down position, Don’t run Z Axle it’s might be 
destroy label dispenser or cylinder. 

 
 

Orientation=BOTTOM ORIENTATION 

BLOWING=BOTTOM BLOWING 

X AXLE=BOTTOM UP-DOWN 

Y AXLE=BOTTOM ROTATION 

Z AXLE=BOTTOM FRONT-BACK  

VACUUM=BOTTOM VACCUM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter Reference List  (1/2) 
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01 
Label 

Delay 

The label sensor will normally stop when a gap is detected between 

the labels. The LG configuration will be delayed and stopped when 

detecting the gap between labels. Max0~999 mm 

02 
Product 

Delay 

When the product sensor is initiated, the labeling starts with timing 

to determine the label position. If the configuration is set to 0 then 

the sensor will immediately start to dispense. If the sensor remains 

on the starting status, only one label will be dispensed. The rod can 

also be adjusted with product sensor in order to determine the 

labeling position. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

03 
Label 

Length 

This function aims to stop the machine immediately without wasting 
the label when the label sensor is malfunctioned. Note the following 
for configuration: The length should be 1 and 1/2 times the label. 
For example, the configuration should be 75mm when the label 
length is 50mm. The label sensor exceeding this range will stop the 
machine when it failed to detect the gap between labels (referring to 
the direction or labeling as the label length). Max=0~999 mm 

04 
Label 

Speed 

The configuration must use the moving speed of the product as 

benchmark; using excessive parameter will cause label to be 

squeezed when adhering to the object. Small parameter will lead to 

indefinite position for labeling or the label backing paper is being 

pulled off with abnormal situations such as one label adhering while 

the others not. 

05 

Coding  

(INKJET) 

Delay 

The delay time between the stop and the waiting time for labeling to 

stop and to stabilize (Available for use with batch printer such as 

700IA model). Max 0.01~99 Sec 

06 

Coding  

(INKJET) 

Run 

Termination of printing delay action time and the start of printing 
action time (available for use with batch printer such as 700IA 
model). Max 0.01~99 Sec 

07 Counter 1  

Pre-set labeling quantity, when labeling quantity to accomplish set 
quantity. Labeler will be alarm. 
Max 0~999,999 

08 Counter 2 

Pre-set labeling quantity, when labeling quantity to accomplish set 
quantity. Labeler will be stop work. 
Max 0~999,999 

09 
Change 

Password 
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Parameter Reference List  (2/2) 

10 
Orientation 

Run 

Time for Orientation to initiate. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

11 
Vacuum 

Delay 

The time to synchronize the timing for vacuum delay action when 

the labeling starts. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

12 Vacuum  

Termination of vacuum delay action time and start of vacuum time. 
Max 0.01~99 Sec 

13 Blow Delay 

Blowing action delay time. The time to synchronize Y axle delay 
action time when labeling starts. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

14 Blow 
Time for Blowing to initiate. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

15 

X Axle 

(Up/Down)

Delay 

X axle action delay time. The time to synchronize X axle delay 

action when the labeling starts. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

16 
X Axle 

(Up/Down)  

Time for X axle initiate. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

17 

Z Axle 

(Front/Back) 

Delay 

Z axle action delay time. The time to synchronize X axle delay 
action time when labeling starts 

.Max 0.01~99 Sec 

18 

Z Axle  

(Front/Back) 

Run 

Time for Z axle to initiate. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

19 

Y Axle 

(Rotation) 

Delay 

Y axle action delay time. The time to synchronize Y axle delay 
action time when labeling starts 

.Max 0.01~99 Sec 

20 

Y Axle 

(Rotation) 

 Run 

Time for Y axle to initiate. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

21 
Orientation 

Delay 

Orientation action delay time. The time to synchronize X axle delay 
action time when labeling starts. Max 0.01~99 Sec. 

22 Orientation 
Time for Orientation to initiate. Max 0.01~99 Sec 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Program Record List  
 Applicator 

position 
Orientation 

Device 

Guide plate 

width 

 Height Horizo

-tal 

Height Horizo

-tal 

Front Back 
Forward/ 

Backward 

Program 

Cord 
Remark

A 0000 0000 0026 0000 16 16 0 4  

B1 0010 0002 0066 0000 66 66 0 3  

B2 0010 0003 0076 0000 36 36 0 3  

B3 0016 0000 0123 0000 39 39 0 3  

C1 0003 0000 0023 0000 07 07 0 1  

C2 0006 0003 0037 0000 37 37 0 1  

C3 0000 0002 0025 0000 47 47 0 1  

C4 9995 9989 0010 9940 52 52 0 1  

C5 0000 0003 0000 0000 77 77 0 1  

C6 0000 0000 0009 0000 88 88 0 1  

F 0013 0000 0075 0000 06 06 0 3  

G 0015 9955 0098 0000 49 49 0 2  

          

          

          

          

 
Product photo list 
 

         
 
   A          B1~B3              C1~C6           F          G 

Labeler Program Record List  
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  Product No. 
Function 

UNIT 1 2 3 4 5 6 Remark 

Bottom Label Delay mm        

Bottom Product Delay sec        

Bottom Label Length mm        

Bottom Label Speed m/min        

Inkjet Delay sec        

Inkjet Time sec        

Counter 1 Pice        

Counter 2 pice        

Change Password sec        

Bottom Vaccum Delay sec        

Bottom Vaccum sec        

Bottom Blow Delay sec        

Bottom Blow sec        

Bottom Up-Down Delay sec        

Bottom Up-Down sec        

Bottom Front-Back 

Delay 
sec        

Bottom Front-Back sec        

Bottom Rotation Delay sec        

Bottom Rotation 
sec 

       

Bottom Orientation 

Delay 

sec 
       

Bottom Orientation 
sec 

       

Product No. for HMI Code  

Position display data Record List (1/2) 
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  Product No. 

Function 

Figure 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Labeler-X     

Labeler-Y     

Labeler-Z     

Wiping-X     

Wiping-Y     

Label Sensor     

Product Sensor     

Guide Plate     

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abnormal Light Indicator 
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Event Green Light Yellow Light Red Light Buzzer 

STOP     

OPERATION ●    

EMERGENCY 

STOP 

  ● ★ 

LABEL END ▲     

LABEL BREAK   ● ★  

RIBBON END   ● ★  

MANUAL 

OPERATION 

 ●    

    

 ● = Solid light   

 ▲ = Flashing light   

 ★ = Continuous light for 2 seconds   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLC Main Control System Diagram 
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PLC Output Diagram 
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PLC Input Diagram 
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Trouble Shooting 
    Trouble Shooting 

Trouble mode Cause Trouble shooting guide 

1. Label on objects 

wrinkle 

If the speed of label is faster than 

the conveyor speed 

Adjust the speed of label slower

2. The labeling position 

is sometimes too 

forward, sometimes too 

backward 

The conveyor speed is slower 

than the label speed. 

Adjust the conveyor speed 

slower 

  

3. Sometimes the label will 

fal off or not up right 

     

The distance between the 

object and dispenser is too 

large. 

1. Lower the height of the main 

machine. 

2. Change the quality of label 

roll. The quality of the label 

roll is poor. 

4. Non-stop feeding labels 

when turn-ON machine. 

The label detecting sensor is  

not responding 

1. Adjust label sensor detection 

to enable sensor light on and 

off. 

2.Insure label is between the  

sensors. 

5. Labeling no 

response 

1. Labeling button on pause 

mode 

2. Conveyor speed = 0 

3. Product sensor not 

responding 

4. Labeling delay parameter 

= 0 

5. Labeling motor is abnormal

  a. control ler indicates 

abnormal signal 

  b. fuse is broken 

1. Turn off pause mode  

2. The machine motion 

depends on the conveyor 

speed, so if conveyor 

speed is set to 0, then 

labeling & guiding speed 

will be 0 too. 

3. product sensor is not 

reflecting from the mirror, 

or no lighting on product 

sensor 

4. smallest labeling delay 

parameter = 1 

5. a. switch off power for 10 

secs then restart, 

check if rubber roller 

can be rotated. If not, 

then its normal 

   b. The broken fuse will 

show lighting, change 

accordingly 
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6. Non-stop dispensing 

labels. 

1. Labels clogged in the label 

sensor slot. 

2. Label sensor sensitivity 

needed to be readjusted. 

3. Label sensor light is not 

flashing. 

1. Clean up clog in the slot. 

2. Adjust sensor sensitivity 

(As shown in this manual) 

3. Replace to a new sensor. 

7.Label Position crooked 1. Dispenser crooked 

2. The label is not loaded  the 

correct way 

1. Adjust the angle of dispenser 

2. Check the label loadling path

3. Replace label for new one 

8. The motor not 

responding 

1. The driver is broken. 

2. No signal 

3. Broken electric wire 

1. Replace the driver with new 

one. 

2. Check and or replace the 

   sensor for new one. 

3. Check and or re-connected 

electric wire. 

9. Dispensing one label  

and than stop.  

1.”Label Length” setting smaller 

than one label length. 

Resetting Label Length to 

more than 1.5 times of one 

label length. 

10. Labeling applicator 

sometimes feed 2 

labels or  labeling 

posit ion is not 

steady 

1. “Label Delay” setting longer 

than one label length. 

2. Bad sensor sensitivity.  

3. Product sensor is too late 

in detecting the product 

which is causing the label 

to be pulled by the labeling 

object 

1. Change the label length 

sett ing to within the 

label’s length 

2. Adjust sensor sensitivity 

(As shown in this manual) 

3. Set the product sensor 

to an ideal place 
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Repair Record 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
    Remark： 

           1. Before operating reds this instruction manual carefully. 

           2. Pay attention to manintaince and wear parts supply. 

           3. Be carefully on maintain and accessory. 

           4. Specifications and design subject to possible modification without notice. 
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